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input/output message signatures. However, message signatures don’t provide enough information for service 
consumers to interact with services correctly.So, a lot of workflow basedapproaches[1,3,4] are proposed for 
describing service behaviors.The implementations of Web services are arbitrary to a certain extent, but 
typically powered by databases. For describing data-centric Web services, we proposed a model for Web 
service specificationswhich can be viewed as enhanced WSDL-Style specifications. In our framework, a Web 
service is specified as a group of related service operations as done in WSDL. However, schemas of service 
operations specify not only input-output signatures but also input/state/action/control-flow rules. A service 
operation can be invoke correctly if its guard condition is enabled by the control-flow rules and user’s 
inputsare valid according to the input rules. The message outputs, business actions, and transitions of state and 
guard-conditionproduced by executing the service operation are determined by the rule set of the service 
operation. 
For increasing our confidence in web service protocols, some interesting properties about the interaction 
between web services and their users need to be verified.  For example, in a e-commerce web services, we 
want to assure thatthe service provider will not deliver product unless payment of correct amount is 
received.Suchproperties can be specified by a logic LTL-FO which is an extensionof LTL proposed in[1,5,6]. 
Wehave proven that automatic verification of such properties isdecidable under the input boundedness 
[6]restrictions on the properties to be verified and the Web service protocols. Our proof isbased on a reduction 
from data-centric Web services to data-drivenWeb applications [1]. Therefore, we can use the existing verifier 
originallydesigned for data-driven Web applications toverify data-centric Web services. 
2. Data-Centric Web Service Specifications 
For describing data-centric Webservices, weproposed a model of Web serviceswhich can be viewed as 
enhancedWSDL specifications and captures the interaction between Web service and an external user. In our 
framework,a Web service specification is specified by: 
 A database whichis unchanged in a interaction; 
 A group of state relations which may be changedin the interaction; 
 A set of service operation, where each service operation  defines guard-condition and how to generate 
thecurrent input choices by querying state relationsand the database and. Additionally, the output rules 
describehow to produce outputsfor responsing user’s inputs, the state rules specifies the statetransition, the 
action rules specifies what business actions will be taken by the service provoider,and the control rules 
specifies the next enabled guard-conditions. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that service usercan access database and state relations by some 
specificinterfaces at any time in a interaction. Intuitively, a interaction proceeds asfollows. Firstly, the state 
relations are empty,and the user choose one service operation from the firstenabled service operations. All 
input options for chosenservice operation can be automatically generated based onits input rule and the 
current database and states exceptionfor a set of constants standing for user’s personal information (e.g.user 
name, address, etc). The user chooses one tupleas service operation’s input. Then the outputs, state transitions, 
business actions and next enabled guard-conditions aredetermined by the rules set. 
Definition 1. AWeb service specification is specified by the tuple , where: 
 Dis database schema,S is state schema,I is input schema,O is output schema, ,A  is action schema.All 
above schema are relational schema and each one consist of different relation symbols(but different schemas 
can have same constants). We refer const(I)as theconstants appearing in input schemaI. 
 is the set of guard-condition propositions, are beinitialized to true. 
 P is the set of service operations. 
We denote the relational vocabulary by , where refers to the most 
recent non-empty input to I. 
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Definition 2.A service operation schema P is a tuple , where: , , 
, , is a rules set as following: 
 For thek-arity input relation , an input rule  where  isa k-arity 
relation, is an first-order logic formula onD S PrevI const I , is distinct variables. 
 For k-arity state relation S, there are both,none, or one of the state rules: 
- S   (insertion rule) 
- S (deletion rule) 
where  are first-order logicformulas onD S PrevI const I . 
 For , there are both, none, or one of the control-flow rules: 
- (enable rule) 
- (disable rule) 
where  are first-order logicsentences onD S PrevI const I . 
 For k-arity action relation , there is an action rule A where is an first-
order logic formula onD S PrevI const I . 
 For the k-arity output relation , there is an output rule where is an first-
order logicformula onD S PrevI const I . 
Intuitively, the input rules specifies input optionsof Web service operationsfor service consumers, from 
which the service consumercan take none or one tuple oncefor every input relationas input parameters. The 
output rule specifies how to produce output information according to state information and input parameters. 
The action rules describewhat actions will be taken by service providers and consumers. The state rules 
specify how the service operations to effect the state relations. If there are no rules for a specific state relation 
in a service operation, the service operation will keep the state relation unchanged.The control flow rules 
specify sequenceconstraints between service operations. A service operation is callable when its guard-
condition proposition hold. If no rule is given for a specific guard-condition proposition, the  guard-condition 
proposition keeps unchanged. 
Given a database instance, everyrun of a Web service onit is sequence of configurations which consist of 
the invoked service operation, user’s inputs, outputs, actionsand states.Formally, we have : 
Definition 3. Let be a Web service and . Each run of over database D which 
is aninstance of  D is a sequence of configurations ,where
, , , , are  instances of , ,PrevI, , ,and : 
 , , , , ,  are empty and  = . 
 for each , where is equal to  the evaluation of on 
D, ,  
 for each  and PrevR PrevI , Hi PrevR if  and Hi PrevR Hi-1 PrevR  
otherwise. 
 for each and , Si is equal to the evaluation the following formula  
 
on D, Si-1, Ii,Hi, where is assigned a false valueif it is not given,  so S will keep unchanged if  
no correspondingstate rule is provided. 
 for each i > 0,  is equal to the evaluation 
 
on  where , . 
 for each i > 0 and A in ,  is equal to  the evaluation on . 
 for each i > 0,  is equal to the evaluation  on . 
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3. Verifying Data-Aware Properties 
The data-aware properties for a Web service specificationare constraints on the sequences of  
configurations that specify the interactions between services and their consumers.Such constraints can 
naturally be expressed in some sort oftemporal logic. In this paper, we adapt the logic LTL-FO [8] which has 
been successfullyapplied to verify relationaltransducers and data-driven Web applications. 
Definition 4.The LTL-FO formulas  areinductively defined as follows: 
 if  is a first-order logic formula then  is a formula; 
 if  and  are formulas then  are formulas; 
 if  and  are formulas then are formulas. 
Bound and free variables are defined as in first-order logic. An LTL-FO sentence is an formula  
where is the free variables of  . 
Let be a Web service. LTL-FO sentences can be used to express properties to 
be verified about runs of . Let  be anLTL-FO sentence onD S I PrevI O . We call 
 satisfies iffevery run of  satisfies . Let beone of the runs of   over a 
database D, and  denote  (we have ). Let  be all constants and elements occurring in 
relations of .  If for every valuation  of  on Dom( ), we have  satisfies , then we call the run  
satisfies the sentence . The  satisfies  is defined inductivelyas follows: A configuration 
 satisfy an first-order logic sentence if the following conditions are true: 
 assigns false to all  and true to . 
 .It assures that  is invoked when its guard-condition hold. 
 input constants occurring in  have been provided. 
 the configuration  satisifies , where  is the configurationextended from by interpreting the 
input constants. 
The semantics of temporal operators andBoolean operators isdefined as in LTL[5].LTL-FO sentences can 
describe complex interaction between service and consumer, or only control flow between service operations. 
Example 1. The following sentencespecifies that once service operation confirmOrder is executed , the 
service operation pay will be executed in the future: 
. 
Example 2.The following sentence specifies that the payment without correct amount will be rejected: 
 
We expect to verify LTL-FO sentences for Web services automatically.Unfortunately,Trakhtenbrot’s 
theorem told us it is undecidable. For decidable result, we use a restriction called input boundness both on 
Web service and LTL-FO sentences. The input boundness limitation is proposed in [9] for relational 
transducers and in [1] for Web applications. 
Let  be a Web service. The input-bounded first-order logic formulas onD
S I PrevI O  are obtained by replacing the quantification formation rulein the definition of 
first-order logic by the following: 
 if  is a formula,  is a input atomusing a relational symbol from I PrevI , , and 
 for every state, action or output atom  in , then and  are formulas. 
A Web service is input-bounded iffevery input rule is  first-order logic formula in which state atoms are 
ground and theformulas in other rules are input-bounded. An LTL-FO sentence on  is input-bounded iff all 
first-order logic subformulas in it are input-bounded. 
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether an LTL-FO sentence is satisfied by a Web Service with the 
constraint both  and  are input-bounded. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a transfer function  which transfer a Web service  to a Web 
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application described in [1] which can keep input-bounded constraint and temporal properties unchanged. 
In particular, the Web application contains only one page where all service operations and their input are as 
the page input options. The formal definition of the mapping function as follows: 
Definition 5. Given a input-bounded Web Service , the transfer function 
construct a Web Application  =  where , , , 
, ,  is a arbitrary error page. = is the unique web page in the Web 
application where rules set consist of the following: 
 For every and the input rule , there is a respective input rule 
O . 
 A special input rule  for evaluating available service operations. 
 For every state relation , there are both, none, or oneof the following state rules: 
- S  where  
- S  where  
 For every guard proposition , there are both, none, or one of the following state rules: 
-  where  
-  where  
 For every and action rule  in , there is a rule  
 For every and the output rule , there is a rule  
 A target rule . 
The resulting  is an input-bounded Web application by the definition in [1]. It is obvious that mapping 
function keep all the schemas which can referred in temporal properties and all the input rule, control flow 
rule and state,action, output rule. Given same input sequences, for each 
configuration  of the run  of over database  there is an exactly configuration 
 of the run  of  on  where , , , ,
, such that iff . In [1], Deutsch has proven that it is decidable whetheran LTL-FO 
sentence is satisfied by a Web application satisfy under the input-bounded constraints. Thus, the theorem 1 is 
proven. Furthermore, by the help of mapping function , we can verify LTL-FO properties of Web service 
specifications by existing Web application verifier such as WAVE[7]. 
4. Conclusion 
Our research is inspired directly by the work of Beutschet al [1,8]. They establish under what conditions to 
verify data-driven Web services is decidableand complexity of verification. Their results base on Spielmann’s 
work on ASM transduces [6]. The “Web service” notion defined by Beutsch is very broad which consists of a 
set of Web pages instead of service operations. However sucha notion are commonly known as web 
applications. 
Our model provided in this paper can specifies directly WSDL-Style Web service specifications. The 
service operation schema specify enhanced WSDL withinput/state/action/control-flow rules that enable 
serviceproviders to automatic verify specifications also help usersto plan correctly the interaction with Web 
services byreasoning according to the exposed rules. By the transferfunction from Web services to Web 
applications introducedin our decidability proof, the existing verifier designed forWeb applications also can 
be used to verify the properties of  Web services. 
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